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Some time ago, an American Scientist in sa diss:cusiòn .with me, ask
a question on legends of the Tradíconal Indiens.
Can you tell me why the American Indian worshíps the Sun?"
I replied?
""sie do not worship the Sun! This is an incorrect assumption presented
by Antiquity and Anthropology scholars who being trying to break the literary treil to correctly present the mathertatical
equations making reference to the Sun. ’Ne do not worship but give recognition to the life and entities on the Sun."
I'm glad you said that for an very good reason. The scientist
of the world have discovered and know beyond da question of doubtthere is life on the Sun. maybe notliïe or life forms that one
cf:tn understand but it has been uncovered how this life form does if; sex act and perpetuates its generations. This life form
travels around the Sun at greet .speeds . (we know that TIME travels around the Sun, et l,l+ô6,099.2 miles per second) This life
form for an unknown reason, starts to accelerate its speed at such speed, that it catches itàelff«going the Sun. Catching itself is
the sex act. The moment it catches itself, it causes an echo and this echo „goes off in another' direction and becomes
cr „the:.new_ generation.
Now that is startlying facts that only agrees with Ancient teachings.
Lifeform that travels so fast around .fa circle that it catches up to itself
and creates new generation.
wonder Ancient Indians make reference to this lifeform by calling
it: " A CICRLE WITHIN A CIRCLE."
so, space in TIME moves an 1,¿,66,099.2 miles per second. LITHT residue in Space moves in at miles per second LIGHT residue
and Ster or Sun LÍLCHT travels at 185,726.38 miles per sec
All this is written by the American Indian as follows:

